Abstract: This paper examines how Franciscan apologetics and polemics over the status of St. Francis and the Rule of 1223 created a climate of inquisitorial suspicion over prophecy and prophetic claims.
seeds of the controversy were planted in the first official life of Francis, sprouted in the warmth of the Mendicant Controversy, and bore bitter fruit in the dispute over whether or not usus pauper (poor use) was included in the Franciscan vow of poverty.
As we follow the development of Franciscan ideas related to prophecy, it will become clear that initially the inquisition was not particularly concerned with individuals claiming to be prophets. What drew the attention of the inquisition was when an individual or group identified someone as a prophet in order to claim infallibility for their doctrine without explicit papal support. The initial identification of Francis as a prophet with an apocalyptic role is rooted in the earliest hagiographical sources and was promoted with papal support.
Franciscan Hagiography 1226-1263
In the spring of 1228, Pope Gregory IX commissioned Thomas of Celano to write the first life of Francis. The fact that Celano presented Francis as a preacher with a prophetic mandate for an officially commissioned life is evidence that claims to prophecy were not seen as inherently suspicious in the first half of the thirteenth century. This does not mean such claims were accepted uncritically. Innocent III had written a letter to the Diocese of Metz in which he declared that someone claiming to be sent by God should not be believed without the support of scripture or a clear miracle; however, this is a far cry from Augustine of Ancona's position in 1310 that advised one to assume that all visionary or prophetic insight is from the devil unless proven otherwise. 13 Francis had a reputation as a miracle worker during his lifetime and for his miraculous stigmata upon his death. On 19 July 1228 Pope Gregory IX, after acknowledging that Satan can appear as an angel of light, declared that Francis' life had been confirmed through "numerous and outstanding miracles." 14 With the official recognition of Francis' miracles and the commission to write Francis' legend, Celano had license to portray the saint as a prophet. Gregory did not find Celano's Life of Francis theologically troubling, approved it, and declared it official on 25 February 1229.
Celano's Life of Saint Francis provides a baseline for Franciscan ideas about the prophetic nature of the saint's mission. He associated Francis' commission to preach with the commissioning of the prophet Isaiah in chapter 10: "The Lord touched his 'lips with the coal that cleanses (Isaiah 6:6),' so that he might speak of Him in words that were sweet and flowing with honey." 15 Because Isaiah was cleansed by a seraph, the allusion foreshadows Francis' vision of the cruciform seraph and the miracle of the stigmata, which confirmed his preaching mission. Celano said Francis came to understand and interpret scripture without having studied in the same way as the apostles Peter and John, who amazed people with their inspired preaching though they were considered ignorant by the Jewish priests (Acts 4:13). 16 In this way Francis' prophetic mission is symbolically linked with the apostolic mission to preach. 13 Innocent III, Cum ex iniuncto, in Patrologiae cursus completus ... series Latina (Innocent, III 1844 -1864 .
The Patrologiae Latina will be cited as PL. Robert Lerner pointed out that Innocent's position made its way into canon law in in 1470 and that it is included in E. Friedberg, Corpus iuris canonici (Friedberg 1879 (Friedberg -1881 . See Robert Lerner, "Historical Introduction," in Johannes de Rupescissa, Liber Secretorum Eventuum (Lerner 1994, p. 36 n. 3). Augustine of Ancona, Tractatus contra divinatores et sompniatores in "Il Tractatus contra divinatores et sompniatores di Agostino d'Ancona: Introduzione e edizione del testo" (Augustine of Ancona 1985, pp. 62-63) : "Nam in veteri lege ubi Evangelii non erat manifestata, et in ecclesia primitiva, ubi fides catholica non erat confirmata, Deus multa per sompnia et aliis modis suis fidelibus revelavit et per eos multa miracula demonstravit; sed nunc, quod veritas Evangelii est plene revelata et declarata et fides catholica plene confirmata, videmus expresse quia Deus destiterit a revelation sompniorum et visionum. Magis igitur credendum est quod talia que nunc fiunt sint dyabolice illusiones et deceptiones, quia talia Christus et apostolic eius predixerunt esse futura quam divinas revelationes." 14 The translation is from Francis of Assisi: The Saint, 565. Gregory IX, Mira circa nos in Documenta Catholica Omnia accessed from http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/04z/z_1228-07-19__SS_Gregorius_VIIII__Mira_Circa_Nos__ES.doc.html. 15 Thomas Celano, The Life of Saint Francis 1.10.25. All English translations are from (Armstrong 1999 Chapter 11 presents evidence of Francis' prophetic capacity to foretell the future. In a moment of penitential prayer, Francis is caught up in an ecstatic experience where his soul is opened wide and he clearly sees the future. He tells the brothers: "Do not be sad, because you seem so few, and do not let my simplicity discourage you. The Lord has shown me that God will make us grow into a great multitude, and will spread us to the ends of the earth." 17 He also predicted three periods in the life of the brothers:
In the beginning of our way of life together we will find fruit that is very sweet and pleasant. A little later fruit that is less pleasant and sweet will be offered. Finally, fruit full of bitterness will be served, which we will not be able to eat. Although displaying some outward beauty and fragrance, it will be too sour for anyone to eat. 17 Alluding to the parable of the good and bad fish, Francis predicted that with this growth the friars would become a mixed company of good and bad fish that would need to be sorted out by the Lord. Celano declared that all of these things had come to pass and concluded the chapter writing: "See how the spirit of prophecy rested on St. Francis." 19 These prophecies of bitterness and corruption were soon carried into the present or projected into the future by disgruntled friars; however, in Celano's narrative they function to set the stage for Francis to teach the brothers about the Kingdom of God in chapter 12 and to commission them to preach penance in chapter 13. While his description of Francis' ability to read hearts and to see events at a distance can be found in numerous patristic and medieval sources, his description of the brothers as having merited to receive divine revelations is less common. Celano described Francis as appearing to the brothers as a new Elijah, calling to mind the story of Elijah passing his mantle on to his disciple Elisha and suggesting that Francis's prophetic spirit had been passed on to at least some members of the community. 20 Celano included stories of Francis appearing when friars were preaching in order to open up the "door of eloquence" or to open their minds to scripture. 21 His suggestion that the prophetic mantle had in some sense been passed on to some of Francis' companions inspired the Spirituals as did Francis' final prophecy: "Live in the fear of God and remain in him always, for a great test will come upon you and tribulation is drawing near! Happy are those who will persevere in what they have begun: many will be separated from them by scandals that are to come." 22 Celano clearly identified Francis as a prophet as part of an apologetic for the preaching mission the order had been given by Gregory IX. There does not seem to be much concern over defending poverty or responding to attacks on the validity of the Rule of 1223. Unlike later accounts, there are no overt apocalyptic themes or expectations in Celano's Life. The liturgical and hagiographical texts produced by Franciscans that followed in the 1230s and the first half of the 1240's continued to link Francis' role as a prophet, confirmed by miracles, with his preaching. It was Gregory IX that introduced the idea that Francis had an apocalyptic role in a liturgical sequence that the friars read in masses:
Last of the evil dragon's heads, holding aloft its vengeful sword, against God's people now stirred up the seventh of its savage wars (Revelation 12:3) . . . . Francis, chieftain of great renown, carried the regal banner forth, assembled a council of war to move throughout the whole wide world against the rifts the dragon wrought. 23 This papal portrait of Francis as arriving at the end of history invited later Franciscans to speculate further on the apocalyptic role of their founder and the order, which is evident in Bonaventure's Major Legend. Bonaventure made the argument that Francis' doctrine and rule are infallible and absolutely certain on the basis of his status as a prophet, which had been confirmed both by miracles and by the church.
The Major Legend of St. Francis
The Major Legend was written in the heat of the Mendicant Controversy. The Mendicant Controversy began as a dispute between the Seculars, diocesan clergy on the faculty at the University of Paris, and the mendicants on the faculty. It was also related to apocalyptic expectations and questions of predicting the future through an inspired reading of scripture, which is also known as the Joachite Controversy. The Seculars used the Joachite Controversy as an opportunity to charge the friars with being false prophets. They also challenged the veracity of Francis' stigmata. 24 Rather than abandon prophetic claims for the order, Bonaventure invested more significance into Francis' prophetic spirit in order to suggest that Francis' teachings were infallible. To understand how this complex of ideas came together, we need to briefly consider the Joachite Controversy.
The Franciscan chronicler Salimbene testified that many Franciscans had been interested in Joachim of Fiore's exegetical theories and had identified themselves with the spiritual men predicted by Joachim including prominent leaders like Hugh of Digne and John of Parma. 25 Joachim did not look to institutional reforms for the church's betterment; instead, he grounded his reforms in the future age of the Holy Spirit and in a new exegetical method. 26 He applied the term status to each of three large blocks of time corresponding to one of the persons of the Trinity. The first status, the time of the Father, is that block of time beginning with Adam and lasting until Christ-when people lived according to the flesh. The second status, the time of the Son, begins with Elisha the prophet and Josiah the king. This period is partly carnal and partly spiritual. Finally, the time of the Holy Spirit would be the time when people would live according to the Spirit. Joachim claimed that this third status had two beginnings with Elisha and St. Benedict, but that it would flourish around 1260. 27 Joachim had appealed to new senses of scripture revealed to him in a series of visions. 28 The central feature of his exegetical method was concordia. Concordia indicated the parallels between the people, orders and events of the Old Testament, New Testament, and the time of the church. Concordia was not, however, a spiritual interpretation of scripture; instead, it is an improved or extended literal sense of scripture. 29 These parallels are so precise, according to Joachim, that one can use them to plot out the future with mathematical precision. 30 Using his method, he predicted that the new age would be ushered in by a group of barefoot, preaching monks. Before this transition to a spiritual church took place, he predicted that a "Beast ascending from the earth" who would be like "Simon Magus and like a universal pope" would be defeated by an angelic pope with the aid of the last world emperor 24 Andre Vauchez, "Les stigmates de saint François et leurs detracteurs dans les dernier siècles du moyen âge" (Vauchez 1968 (McGinn 1999, p. 136) . 27 Joachim of Fiore, Book of Concord, 2, 4-12. The only critical edition I have seen is Liber de Concordie Novi ac Veteris Testamenti, Books 1-4, Publication of the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, (Joachim of Fiore 1983) . There is a 1517 Venetian edition for book five of this text. There is a partial English translation in Apocalyptic Spirituality (Joachim of Fiore 1979, pp. 120-34) . 28 Joachim described these visions in (Joachim 1965, f. 227rb-va) . 29 In the Middle Ages, scripture was seen as having either three or four senses or meanings. The literal or historical sense indicated the meaning intended by the author. The spiritual senses of scripture included allegory, anagogy, and tropology. Allegory interpreted symbols of scripture as indicating either Christ or the church, anagogy interpreted them in light of eschatological expectations, and tropology (also referred to as the moral sense) interpreted them in light of what to do or avoid. In fact, the spiritual senses are the result of reading scripture through faith (allegory), hope (anagogy), and love (tropology). For more information see Beryl Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (Smalley 1964) . 30 Joachim of Fiore, Book of Concord, 2.1.4: " . . . exhibitione presentium certa fiat expectation futurorum." followed by a period of peace in the third status. 31 Though various aspects of Joachim's ideas were promoted among some of the friars, very few seem to have adopted his theology as a whole.
The Franciscan Gerard of Borgo San Donnino, however, claimed that Joachim was a prophet and elevated his writings to the level of scripture. While this may seem extreme, prophecy was a topic of interest in the universities and was considered by many theologians to be infallible. 32 Moreover, many important friars including the minister general, John of Parma, had publicly promoted Joachite prophecies about the Franciscans. 33 In 1254 he published his Eternal Gospel, which contained a compilation of Joachim's works including the Book of Concord. Gerard's introduction, which is no longer extant, reportedly announced the beginning of the third status and claimed that St. Francis was the Angel of the Sixth Seal in Revelation 7:2. Gerard reportedly had identified his Eternal Gospel as a third testament superseding the Old and New Testaments. 34 William of St. Amour seized upon the work as a weapon to be used against the Mendicants. He excerpted 31 suspect propositions and sent them to the pope with his own work, Liber de antichristo. William identified the friars as the false prophets who precede the Antichrist. Pope Alexander IV, who retained his office of protector of the Franciscan Order, directed an inquisitorial commission established by Innocent to condemn the Eternal Gospel without discrediting the Franciscans. 35 The commission wrote a report known as the Protocols of Anagni, which took issue with the possibility of a time within history when the church will be purified. The commission cited Augustine against Joachim's prediction of the purgation of the church and universal peace during the third status. 36 This longstanding position was based on Christ's teaching that the wheat and the tares would remain together in the church until Christ's return at the end of history. They concluded that it was not possible to know the times and challenged the very idea that one could know when the end is near. It was clear, according to the commission, that Joachim and Gerard proposed false and new opinions out of a desire for preeminence. They were charged with incredibly exalting their own orders above all others, even above the entire church. 37 According to the commission, Joachim and Gerard fit Augustine's definition of a heretic in the first book of De utilitate credenda: "The heretic, in my opinion, is one who for some temporal advantage, especially for the sake of glory and preeminence, originates or follows new opinions." 38 They also cited Gratian's claim that the spirit of heresy can be seen when a group claims some type of superiority and excuses itself from discipline. 39 Joachim's appeal to a new sense of scripture provided the commission 31 For more information see (McGinn 1999, pp. 141-42) . 32 Nicole Bériou, "Saint François, premier prophète de son ordre dans les sermons du XIIe siècle," Melanges de l'Ecole française de Rome -Moyen Age (Bériou 1990 (Wadding 1731 (Wadding -1745 . 34 Heinrich Denifle, "Das Evangelium aeternum und die Commission zu Anagni," in Archiv für Literatur und Kirchen Geschicte des Mittelalters (Denifle 1885, vol. 1, pp. 62, 68) . For more information see (Anderson 2002, pp. 19-29) . 35 Dominic Monti, "Introduction," in St. Bonaventure's Writings Concerning the Franciscan Order (Monti 1994, vol. 5, p. 28 with additional ammunition for the charge of heresy from Gratian's Decretis. 40 Even more damaging was their discovery of Joachim's advice to teach his doctrines in secret, in the manner of the heretics, in order to prevent the masters from reviewing them. 41 Though the commissioners labeled Joachim's theology as suspect and pernicious, it was not condemned; however, Gerard was found to be a heretic and was sentenced to perpetual imprisonment. Perhaps his fate would have been better if he had not claimed that the abhominatio desolationis (abomination of desolation), which referred to a simoniacal pope, would take place by 1260. Given that Alexander IV most likely expected to be pope in 1260, Gerard's prediction could not have been well-received. Gerard's alleged claim that Joachim's predictions concerning how the papacy, symbolically represented by Peter, was to be succeeded by a spiritual father, represented by John, also presented a direct and immediate challenge to papal authority. 42 As far as we know, Gerard did not claim to be a prophet, but it was his belief that Joachim was a divinely inspired prophet that led to his downfall.
William of St. Amour, in turn, produced another apocalyptic attack on the friars reinforcing the idea that only members of the clergy can work to reform the church. The Tractatus de periculus, which circulated in an early edition in 1255 before being published in its final form in 1256, was so popular and influential it was still being printed almost 400 years after its composition and its condemnation by Pope Alexander IV. 43 His polemic asked people to distinguish between the true apostles and disciples, who have been succeeded by the bishops and priests, from the false prophets or preachers, who are the mendicant orders.
The apocalyptic rhetoric of William of St. Amour and his disciples attacking the legitimacy of Franciscan ministry led Bonaventure to formulate an apocalyptic counteroffensive. In 1262 Bonaventure preached at the University of Paris that Francis was like the angel ascending from the rising sun with the seal of the living God in Revelation 7:2. This was a provocative strategy given that Gerard had actually identified Francis as the angel. Bonaventure argued the angel of the sixth seal was an appropriate symbol for Francis because he was sealed in the form of the cross by the stigmata. 44 He had employed the same strategy of appealing to miracles at the height of the initial outbreak of the Mendicant Controversy in 1255, preaching: "Saint Paul exhorted Timothy to remain steadfast in what he had learned because he knew and was certain through signs and miracles that the teaching he had learned was for salvation." 45 In other words, the way to distinguish between the false prophets of 2 Timothy 3:1-9 and true disciples was by the miracles associated with their teaching. "Moreover," he continued, "it pleased the Lord to endorse and confirm the teaching and Rule of St. Francis, not only by miraculous signs, but also by the marks of his own stigmata, so that no true believer could possibly call them into question on external or internal evidence." 46 Both Francis' teaching and Rule are therefore confirmed as divine revelation.
40 "Protocol der Commission zu Anagni," 115. They cite Gratian's Decretis 24.3.27: "Quicumque igitur aliter scripturam intelligit, quam sensus spiritus sancti flagitat, quo scripta, licet ab ecclesia non recesserit, tamen hereticus appelari potest. (Faral 1950 (Faral -1951 . (William of St. Amour 1967 , vol. 6, pp. 1237 (Armstrong 2000, p. 721) . All of the translations of Bonaventure's sermons on Francis are from this volume. The critical edition is (Bonaventure 1901, vol. 9) . The dating of this sermon is based on its relationship to the Major Legend. See Ignatius Brady, "St. Bonaventure's Sermons on Saint Francis," (Brady 1976 ). 45 (Armstrong 2000, p. 513) . 46 Ibid.
Many of the themes in the sermons Bonaventure gave in this polemical context appear in the Major Legend of St. Francis. The prologue distills the prophetic themes into a concentrated apologetic. Francis preached the Gospel like the prophet John the Baptist, who practiced poverty in the desert and who preached repentance by word and deed. Lifted up in a fiery chariot, Bonaventure claimed it is reasonably accepted that "he came in the spirit and power of Elijah." 47 Bonaventure concluded that this is why Francis is considered "to be like the angel ascending from the rising of the sun bearing a seal of the living God." 48 Just as this angel signed people with the cross, so too Francis signed people with the Tau of a penitential cross. Bonaventure wrote:
This conviction should be faithfully and devotedly in the forefront of our minds: not only does this advance the mission he held of calling to weep and mourn, to shave one's head and wear sackcloth, and to sign the Tau on the foreheads of those moaning and grieving with a sign of a penitential cross; even more, it confirms with the irrefutable testimony of truth that the seal of the likeness of the living God, that is, of Christ crucified, was imprinted on his body, not by natural forces or human skill, but by the wondrous power of the Spirit of the living God. 49 Defending the stigmata against the attacks of the order's opponents was a critical element of Bonaventure's apologetic for Francis' prophetic status. 50 At the outset of the Major Legend, Bonaventure described Francis as being filled with the spirit of the prophets, proclaiming peace, and preaching salvation in accordance with Isaiah 52:7. 51 Immediately other friars manifested prophetic or visionary qualities. Bernard and Francis consulted the Gospels by opening them three times to confirm what Bernard should do, which was to sell all that he had and give it to the poor. 52 This is the first of several stories of friars exercising a prophetic reading of scriptures. Giles, although simple and unlearned, was raised to exalted contemplation. Sylvester joined Francis as the result of a vision he had of Francis defeating a dragon that was encircling the town of Assisi. 53 Bonaventure described Francis as being so overcome with the news of Sylvester's vision that he clearly saw the future of the order. Bonaventure gave this rendition of Francis' prophecy concerning the order: "Be strong, my beloved ones, and rejoice in the Lord. Do not be sad because you are so few, nor afraid because of my simplicity or yours. For the Lord has shown me in truth that he will make us grow into a great multitude and will spread us in countless ways by the grace of his blessing." 54 Bonaventure omitted the material concerning the decline of purity as the order would grow, most likely to avoid giving further ammunition to the order's detractors. When he brought up Francis predicting trial and tribulation, he presented it as an exhortation to persevere rather than a prophecy of something more specific. 55 The stories of Francis appearing to the brothers in a brilliant fiery chariot and of his ability to examine the consciences of others provided Bonaventure an opportunity to present Francis' teaching and way of life as infallibly certain. When Francis disclosed many things that transcended human reason about the future of the order, Bonaventure concluded that "the Spirit of the Lord had come to 47 Bonaventure, The Major Legend of Saint Francis, prologue. The English translation is from (Armstrong 2000, p. 526) . The Latin text can be found in (Bonaventure 1941, pp. 557-652) . 48 Ibid. 49 Ibid.; (Armstrong 2000, pp. 527-28) . 50 (Rambow 2017, pp. 337-41) . 51 Bonaventure, Major Legend 3.2. 52 Ibid. 3.3. For some more information on Bonaventure and the various sources for his understanding of a prophetic reading of scripture see Daniel P. Horan, OFM, "Bonaventure's Theology of Prophecy in the Legenda Major: Sources and Interpretation," (Horan 2014 ). Horan's article is focused on intellectual history and structural analysis. 53 Bonaventure, Major Legend 3.5. 54 Ibid.; (Armstrong 2000, p. 545) . 55 Ibid. 14.5. rest upon him in such fullness that it was absolutely safe for them to follow his life and teaching." 56 At this time, Bonaventure noted, Francis called their way of life the Order of the Brothers of Penance because it admitted laity and clerics as well as the married and unmarried. Just as Bonaventure had suggested that prophetic action had passed from Francis to some of his followers, now he pointed to the miracles performed by the members as proof of the merit of the order. 57 After recounting several miracles, visions, and apparitions, Bonaventure turned to the composition of the rule. In his account, Francis had a revelation from God that he should gather together crumbs and form a host out of them. Then he should feed the host to all who wanted to eat. When they ate without devotion or showed contempt for the host they received, they appeared to have leprosy to him. Bonaventure wrote that God revealed the meaning of the vision directly to Francis: "Francis, the crumbs of last night are the words of the Gospel; the host is the rule and the leprosy is wickedness." 58 Thereupon he is led by the Holy Spirit up Fonte Colombo with two brothers to condense the rule into a shorter version as dictated by the vision. "There he fasted, content with only bread and water," Bonaventure continued, "and dictated the rule as the Holy Spirit suggested it to him while he was praying." 59 When the document was lost after a few days, Francis miraculously reproduced it in the same manner as if the words came directly from God.
The rule is the result of a direct revelation from God in the Major Legend. Lest anyone miss the absolute authority of the rule, Bonaventure wrote:
Fervently exhorting the brothers to observe this rule, Francis used to say that nothing of what he placed there came from his own efforts but that he dictated everything just as it had been revealed by God. To confirm this with greater certainty by God's own testimony, when only a few days had passed, the stigmata of our Lord Jesus were imprinted upon him by the finger of the living God, as the seal of the supreme Pontiff, Christ, for the complete confirmation of the rule and the commendation of its author . . . 60 Bonaventure presented Francis as having two mutually reinforcing claims to authority. Francis carried the seal of Christ in the stigmata, which was a sign from heaven to preach, and he had been given the authority to preach by the pope, who also approved his Rule of 1223.
Whereas scripture calls for two or three witnesses, Bonaventure reminded his audience that Francis had a multitude of witnesses providing superabundant testimony to the stigmata so that he was overwhelmingly credible. He pointed to the quality and great number of witnesses to the stigmata including Brother Illuminato, Cardinal Hugolino (Pope Gregory IX), Cardinal Thomas of Capua, Cardinal Rainerio Capoci of Viterbo, and Pope Alexander IV. 61 He concluded that Francis' life and example showed with such clarity Gospel perfection that "no truly devout person can reject this proof of Christian wisdom", "no truly believing person can attack it", and "no truly humble person can belittle it". 62 Rather than retreat from the claim that Francis was a prophet, Bonaventure advanced the claim on the basis of miracles, particularly the stigmata. Moreover, he made it clear that some of the other original companions also manifested prophetic powers and performed miracles. Finally, he claimed that the spirit of prophecy is widely diffused into the souls of the holy, even outside of the order. 63 Bonaventure developed all of these themes in his final series of sermons in 1273, the Collations on the Six Days, in a way that encouraged resistance to attacks on poverty and that explicitly taught that prophecy is infallible.
Prophecy in the Collations on the Six Days
Bonaventure largely moved away from identifying Francis as a prophet in the four sermons he preached on Francis in Paris in 1266 and 1267. Instead, he began to advance an argument that Francis was like another St. Paul as a justification for Franciscan preaching. He also claimed St. Paul as a precedent for Francis' stigmata based on Galatians 6:17. But in the Collations on the Six Days, a series of doctrinal sermons delivered in the spring of 1273, Bonaventure returned to presenting Francis as a prophet and the Friars Minor as an order distinguished by prophetic action (habitus). Though there is no clear evidence of why he returned to his prophetic apologetic, the reemergence of the Mendicant Controversy and growing opposition from the bishops most likely played some role.
There were multiple problems emerging with the bishops in the 1260s and 1270s. Bishop Florentius of Arles, who had served on the inquisitorial commission that condemned Gerard of Borgo San Donnino for the Eternal Gospel, was not satisfied with the fact that Joachim of Fiore's theology had not been condemned. He condemned the Introduction and the prohibited distributing or using the teachings of Joachim at the provincial Council of Arles in 1263. 64 Florentius also managed to have Joachim's doctrine of three ages labeled as "pernicious" by the provincial council. These actions were necessary, according to Florentius, because of the ongoing activities of Joachite regulars who were hiding and preserving the writings of Joachim in their houses. Some of these regulars, probably the majority, were Franciscans.
In 1267, a provincial synod in Rheims restricted the number of Friars Minor who could preach or hear confessions. This event seems to have revived the Mendicant Controversy. From 1268-1271 two of William of St. Amour's disciples, Gerard of Abbeville and Nicolas of Lisiex, began to resurrect his polemic against the friars. 65 Because Clement IV had been a strong supporter of the Franciscans, the Seculars were emboldened by his death in November of 1268. The papacy remained vacant until the election of Gregory X in September of 1271, which created an environment conducive for anti-mendicant opposition to grow. With the election of Pope Gregory X in 1272, the Franciscans found renewed papal support. Nonetheless, episcopal opposition to the friars was so entrenched by the time Bonaventure and Gregory arrived in Lyons to prepare for the council in 1274, they were forced to call a special chapter meeting prior to the opening of the council in order to pass legislation which would mollify the bishops. 66 While this context would seem to make it dangerous to claim that the Friars Minor had a prophetic mission, all of the sources that had justified Francis' preaching mission and founding of the order rested on the claim that Francis was a prophet as verified by his miracles and form of life. So it is not surprising that Bonaventure returned to the issue of prophecy and its relationship to the Franciscan Order in the Collations on the Six Days. The first significant discussion of prophecy in the Collations connects it to the fullness of understanding considered as the key to contemplation. He preached:
The two cherubim are the two testaments whose gaze is directed upon Christ. Then he opened their minds, when they understood the scriptures, meaning that the book of scriptures is understood precisely through that key, the Incarnate Word, the one eminently concerned with the works of restoration. 67 64 The text is cited in "Das Evangelium aeternum und die Commission zu Anagni," 90. 65 (Emery 1954) . 67 Bonaventure, Collations on the Six Days, 3.11. The critical edition of the Collations on the Six Days is contained in (Bonaventure 1934-3964., vol. 5 ). The translation is from (De Vinck 1970, p. 47 ).
Thus it is Christ who is the mercy seat and all the symbols of scripture find their meaning in Jesus Christ. Since Christ bestows all of the gifts as their principle, including those found in the church triumphant, Christ is also called the father of the age to come. 68 The Inspired Word, the third key to understanding, opens up the meaning of all visions and revelations. Indeed, there is no possibility of revelation except through the Inspired Word. 69 Bonaventure drew upon the figures of Joseph and Daniel to explain the different types of vision including the physical, imaginary, and intellectual visions. Because Daniel 1:17 says that God gave to Daniel the understanding of all visions and dreams, Bonaventure used him as his primary example. A physical vision is one where people can see it, such as the hand that wrote on Belshazzar's wall, and an imaginative vision can be seen in Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the golden statue. 70 Neither physical nor imaginative visions are useful, however, without intellectual vision necessary to interpret them. It is the gift of the intellectual vision that allowed Daniel to be able to understand all visions and dreams. 71 Bonaventure distinguished such interpretations, which can point to the future, from prophecy.
Prophecy is, according to Bonaventure, one of six additional types of vision granted through the Inspired Word in this life. The six, from most to least common, are the visions of natural understanding, of faith, of the intellect taught by scripture, of contemplation, of prophecy, and of ecstasy. 72 The first two types of vision are held by many, the second two are given to few, and the third two are given to very few. Later in the Collationes he connected the study of scripture and contemplation with what he identified as the prophetic action (habitus) of the Franciscan Order. 73 Such interpretations, however, are qualitatively different than the vision of prophecy. He wrote:
The fifth vision, which comes about through an understanding enlightened by prophecy, is still higher than the preceding ones, in that contingent things are seen infallibly, which comes about through a certain kind of sight looking into the eternal mirror. The contingent is changing and varied: if then a prophet sees with infallibility and certainty, everything he sees must be considered within infallible truth. 74 0 Of course, this had tremendous implications for the Franciscan Order because the friars maintained that Francis was a prophet, which implied that the Rule of 1223 was infallible. Bonaventure also indicated that there might be other prophets as well. Lest he be interpreted as a radical, he closed this collation explaining how the Inspired Word comes in a radiation that moves through the angelic and ecclesiastical hierarchies. 75 Prophecy was an ecclesial reality for Bonaventure.
Whereas prophecy is infallible, Bonaventure introduced the idea that a contemplative or speculative reading of scripture can also lead one to understand the future. Indeed the Collations seek to interpret a series of visions found in the six days of creation. Bonaventure must have had the Protocols of Anagni's charge of heresy against Gerard for interpreting scripture according to senses that are not demanded by the Holy Spirit in mind, which is why he spent a considerable amount of time addressing how new interpretations of scripture are both possible and even necessary. 76 Responding to the ambiguity over the term intelligentia and its cognates, Bonaventure distinguished between two primary meanings of intelligentia in relation to scripture. First, he used the waters on the third day to show there are four principal intelligentiae of scripture, which are finite in number, absolute in authority, 68 and necessary for interpreting scripture. 77 But he also argued that intelligentiae can also be understood in terms of the seeds and fruits of scripture or the various theories drawn from a pious reading of scripture using the four senses. 78 While the senses are finite, the theories or seeds are virtually infinite; indeed, he states that all of the interpretations that had been made are as a single drop from the sea in relation to those to come. 79 Employing the image of the Holy Spirit as author, Bonaventure argued that scripture must contain many possible interpretations. If a human author can write a work using the present tense to indicate the past, present and future, then the Holy Spirit must be able to write a book that actually contains the past, present and future. 80 Whereas great human authors can write books that are still meaningful through the ages, the Holy Spirit's book becomes, in the various possible interpretations, a mirror, in which people see individual reflections in a slightly different way depending on their own place in history and in the journey of their own spiritual life. 81 In other words, an inspired reading of scripture leads to an understanding of subjective truth.
History, as the study of change or development, provided Bonaventure with the justification for new interpretations of scripture and developments in the church. Still, not all interpretations or developments are legitimate. Knowledge of the times allows one to discern from what tree a seed has fallen and what type of fruit it will bear. "One who ignores the past," Bonaventure warned, "cannot know the future." 82 Prophetic exegesis is a discipline that grows from the seeds of the sacraments of scripture, but he maintained it must be confirmed in the tradition. Shifting analogies, Bonaventure told the brothers that scripture is like a mirror reflecting the different things held up to it. This is the true meaning of Daniel 12:4, which says that many shall pass over and knowledge will be increased. Daniel's prophecy indicates the fact that one person and another see different things when they look in the same mirror. 83 Before discussing the different theories, Bonaventure singled out a few theories as containing the rationes seminales or seminal reasons for understanding scripture. These seminal reasons or interpretations are grounded in either scripture or traditions affirmed by the church. For example, the primary theory is based on the six days of creation and the following Sabbath. This theory shows how the mystical body of Christ has six ages, a seventh running concurrent with the sixth, and an eighth day. 84 He also offered several other seminal theories that are not provisional that need not detain us. 85 Someone who ignores the seminal theories, he warned, cannot reach the meaning of the mysteries of scripture. All of these seminal matters, Bonaventure told the brothers, must be considered in an absolute way, and all of the theories that come forth must be compared to their source in the seminal reasons. 86 Though his discussion of the seminal theories was general in terms of future expectations, Bonaventure presented his own interpretation of the times based on his reading of scripture. He divided history into three major periods composed of seven times each, which is structurally similar to Joachim's understanding of history. 87 Bonaventure placed himself and his brothers in the sixth time of the third period of history. The sixth time of the church is the time of clear doctrine when three 77 Bonaventure, Collations on the Six Days 13: 3-9. 78 Ibid. 13.2. 79 Ibid. 13.12. See also (Ratzinger 1971, pp. 6-9) . 80 (Ratzinger 1971, pp. 10-12) . 87 Bonaventure, Collations on the Six Days 16: 10-31. things occur: the height of victory, of teaching, and of prophecy. 88 He saw the height of victory and of teaching in Charlemagne who had a series of triumphal victories and established schools. Charlemagne corresponds to the angel of the Lord who slew one hundred and eighty-five thousand enemies of Jerusalem referred to in II Kings 19:35. Bonaventure enigmatically states that because Charlemagne was like an angel sent by the Lord and the sun, the tide of tribulations receded and peace came to the church temporarily. 89 After Charlemagne's death, his successors renewed the tribulations of the church. Bonaventure identified Henry IV and Frederick the Great as two examples of tribulations or opposition to the reform efforts of the church. Both men attempted to establish their own popes, but Bonaventure focused upon Frederick the Great who wished to destroy the church. 90 This destruction was prevented by the angel ascending from the sun (Apocalypse 7:2). 91 But rather than embarking on apocalyptic speculation, Bonaventure used the symbols to make an appeal for unity. Francis, as a type for the members of the church after the fall of the Antichrist, reveals the necessity for Franciscan unity. Bonaventure preached, For it was necessary that in this time there come one (unus) order, having, of course, a prophetic character (habitus) similar to the order of Jesus Christ, and the head of this order would be an angel ascending from the rising sun, having the seal of the living God, and conforming to Christ. 92 It was necessary for this order to be one order because it prophetically points to the fulfillment of the promises concerning the church in the seventh time, when there will be peace. 93 Bonaventure warned that an attempt to divide the Franciscan Order is an attempt to strip it of its prophetic character. Still, he did claim that now, for the first time, the understanding of scripture would be given to a single person or a great number of people. The recorder for the Collations included a comment that Bonaventure believed this understanding would be given to a great number of people. 94 Did Bonaventure believe that Francis was literally the Angel of Revelation 7:2 and that the final events of the Apocalypse were about to unfold? There are several reasons to answer in the negative. First, this interpretation is presented as a provisional theory. More significantly, Bonaventure stressed that the events prophesied in the Apocalypse are still in the future. Using two figures who indicate the contemplative church, he preached, "Rachel as yet is to conceive and give birth, and Benjamin is yet to be born." 95 He insisted the opening of the book of scripture in Apocalypse 5:5 and the breaking of the seven seals have not come yet. 96 "For there is not as yet any city of God," Bonaventure proclaimed to the brothers, "nor any sealed, unless you are sealed by the Holy Spirit for the purpose of pious veneration." 97 Regardless of whether Bonaventure literally saw Francis as the angel of the sixth seal, he certainly believed that Francis played a providential role in history. Bonaventure associated Francis with the Seraphic Order because of his ecstatic experiences, which took place prior to his becoming a Franciscan. By way of contrast, the Franciscans are members of the Cherubic Order, which he identified as prophetic in character because it proceeds by knowledge and a speculative reading of scripture. 98 88 Ibid. 16.29. 89 Ibid. 90 Ibid. Both emperors struggled with the popes over the issue of who had the right to install bishops and abbots into offices. 91 Ibid. Bonaventure also used this symbol in his apologetic, On Evangelical Perfection, 2.12. The critical edition for his treatise on perfection is (Bonaventure 1889, vol. 5 Ibid. 20.27. 98 Ibid. 22.6. Bonaventure used Gregory the Great's ordering of the angels in this way of looking at the hierarchy rather than the standard Dionysian ordering. The highest order for Gregory the Great were the thrones, followed by the cherubim and Francis' ecstatic experiences point to the emergence of an order that proceeds by elevations and ecstasy, but Bonaventure refused to elaborate on what this Seraphic Order was or would be. 99 The ambiguities and unfinished quality of the Collations on the Six Days left a great deal of open ground around prophecy and a prophetic reading of scripture, but Bonaventure laid the foundations for the theology Peter Olivi. Bonaventure had made the Rule of 1223 and the Franciscan way of life absolute. Not only was the Franciscan order divinely established, it was destined to face opposition by the forces of the Antichrist and to overcome that opposition. Yet Bonaventure did not have to identify Francis as a prophet on his own authority. Bonaventure drew upon Gregory IX's authority as the one who approved Celano's legend and who invested Francis with apocalyptic significance. He promoted new interpretations of scripture and relativized prior interpretations; but since his aim was to reinforce papal authority, he did not draw the attention of the inquisition. When the popes began to involve themselves in questions over the meaning of the Rule of 1223, these elements of his theology became the grounds for resistance. Peter Olivi held many positions that are evident in Bonaventure's writings, which he and other friars promoted to the Beguins in Southern France.
Peter Olivi and the Franciscan Spirituals
Peter Olivi was the intellectual leader of the French Spirituals who were advocating for a more rigorous interpretation of how to observe poverty and who felt that the order had lost its purity. Like Bonaventure Olivi maintained the infallibility of prophecy and saw it as the fruit of contemplation, but he rejected Bonaventure's position that the prophets see into the eternal mirror. His source was Pseudo-Dionysius (Denys) who said that the highest vision is found in contemplation, not of God, but of the things below God. 100 Olivi cited Denys' claim that the types of visions experienced by the prophets and holy fathers were formed in their minds by angels to argue that such visions take place in a created mirror. 101 Though not grounded in eternity, prophetic certitude is possible as the result of a "conviction of inevitability" granted to the prophet. 102 One sign of such inevitability is a sensation of sweetness. 103 Even so, he admitted that there were degrees of certitude associated with prophetic visions because prophets do not always understand or fully understand what the vision means. 104 He recognized that the scriptures indicate different types of prophets from those who are bad, like Balaam, to the illustrious, like Daniel.
Olivi claimed that prophecy is a type of habitus that involves three dispositions that correspond to prophetic certitude. The first clarifies the intellect, the second leads to a habitual understanding of truth, and the third leads to certain conviction. He identified Joachim of Fiore as an example of this prophetic habitus as well as to consider the question of whether a prophetic insight can be wrong. Olivi wrote: then the seraphim. Later in these collations, he used the Dionysian ordering to describe the hierarchization of the soul. For more information, see (Anderson 2002, pp. 155-88) . 99 Bonaventure, Collations on the Six Days, 22.22. 100 Olivi, Super Isaiam, Super titulum, in Peter of John Olivi on the Bible: Principia Quinque in Sacram Scripturam, Postilla in Isaiam et in I ad Corinthios (Olivi 1997, p. 195) : Unde ille ipse in libro De mystica theologia dicit quod summae rationes visorum quae contemplantibus in vertice montis, id est, contemplationis, apparent, non sunt ipse Deus, immo sunt inferiores ipso. Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.3, contemplantibus in vertice montis, id est, contemplationis, apparent, non sunt ipse Deus, immo sunt inferiors ipso. Pseudo-Dionysius, Mystical Theology 1.3. 101 (Olivi 1997, pp. 195-96) ; Pseudo-Dionysius, Celestial Hierarchy 4.2. 102 I borrowed the phrase "conviction of inevitability" from David Flood and Gedeon Gál's introduction to the Isaiah commentary in Peter John Olivi on the Bible, 157. 103 (Olivi 1997, p. 196) : "Scioque me vidisse personam sanctissimam, secreto mihi referentem, quod in locutionibus propheticis, quae intra cor eius a Deo modo intellectuali fiebant, in principio gustum dulcoris in eis sentiebat et cum gustu annexo formabantur in corde eius, procedente vero tempore fiebant in ea sine huiusmodi gustu." David Burr sees this as evidence that Olivi is not comfortable with understanding prophecy and contemplation in strictly intellectual terms The Spiritual Franciscans (Burr 2001, p. 84). 104 (Olivi 1997, p. 196). And in this way Joachim, in his Liber de concordia and Expositio Apocalypsis, says he received the entire concordance of the Old and New Testaments in the form of general rules from which he later deduced certain things, some of which (it seemed to him) he considered himself to know as certain conclusions, while he saw others as probable conjectures which might be erroneous. It is just the same with the natural light of intellect joined to us from the beginning of our condition. Through it, without any argumentation, we know first principles, and from these we infer some conclusions necessarily, others only probably. In the latter case we are capable of error, yet it does not thereby follow that the light itself is not from God, or that it is in itself false. I say this because there are those who wish to conclude that Joachim's whole understanding was from the devil or by conjecture of the human imagination, because in certain particulars what he said was merely opinion and occasionally perhaps even false. 105 One significant problem with his defense of Joachim is that he does not provide any clear way to distinguish between what is certain and what is conjecture. He created more ambiguity by claiming that just as angels sometime bring the key to understanding a vision to a prophet immediately, God sometimes uses angels to lead people to new truths from scripture in an instant. 106 The distinction between what is certain and what is not seems to be based on the certitude of the purported prophet or exegete. This would seem to invite the charge of appealing to senses of scripture that are not received by the church, but no such charge was brought against him during his lifetime. 107 The controversy that Olivi faced was due to his advocacy for the position that usus pauper or poor use was intrinsic to the Franciscan vow. This started a controversy among Franciscan lectors in southern France that soon drew in the entire order. As the debate unfolded, the supporters of usus pauper raised questions about the authority of their Franciscan superiors. There does not seem to be much difference in practical implications between those who believed their vow obliged to poor or restricted use and those who believed it was a necessary part of following the rule, but the partisans invested a great deal of significance into the debate. 108 As part of his argument, Olivi connected the attack by some Franciscans on usus pauper to the broader attack on evangelical poverty that he saw in the works of Seculars and of Dominican critics of the friars. 109 All of these themes came together powerfully in Olivi's incredibly complex commentary on the Apocalypse. Though he clearly felt free to deviate from Joachim, the work is deeply indebted to Joachim and the idea of concordances between the scriptures providing insight to the future. Bonaventure's exploration of the symbols of the Antichrist was so general as to be a type of prophetic tropology, but Olivi presented an interpretation that indicated a series of events in an indeterminate but imminent future.
Olivi interpreted the struggle over usus pauper as a sign that the fifth seal of the Apocalypse had been opened, which he saw as indicating the emergence of a mystical Antichrist within the church. He predicted the mystical Antichrist would attack Franciscan poverty and would reign until the destruction of the corrupt church. 110 At other times he placed the mystical Antichrist in the sixth period of the church, but since the fifth and sixth periods overlap he could afford the ambiguity. 111 Though he was somewhat vague as to when he expected this to happen, it was clear that he thought it would be soon because he had placed himself at the end of the fifth period after the sixth period had already begun to unfold. 112 Olivi's apocalyptic polemic against his opponents over usus pauper had important consequences for the French Spirituals and the Beguins. By identifying opposition to usus pauper with the activities of the Antichrist and its supporters with the remnant of the faithful, he encouraged his followers to absolute opposition to any attempt to claim that usus pauper was not inherent in the Rule of 1223. The more pressure that was brought to bear on the Spirituals and their lay supporters over usus pauper, the more Olivi's followers saw their actions as confirmation of Olivi's doctrine. To stamp out dissent, Franciscan leaders reached out for support from the papacy to resolve the dispute. Papal involvement seemed to further confirm Olivi's apocalyptic expectations. Even so, it took almost ten years after his death for concerns over his understanding of prophecy and of prophetic exegesis to come to the attention of the inquisition. It was only when his followers identified him as a prophet and claimed infallibility for his doctrine that the inquisition became involved.
From Poverty to Prophecy
The posthumous condemnation of Olivi's teachings in 1299 at the Franciscan General Chapter did not identify his understanding of prophecy or his interpretations of the Apocalypse as a particular concern. The brothers were told they must abjure three of Olivi's positions: that usus pauper is part of the vow, that Christ was wounded with a spear before he died, and that they should not venerate someone who was not officially canonized. 113 The last abjuration points to the fact that Olivi quickly came to be revered as a saint. Though the Friars Minor made an effort to suppress what they identified as Olivi's superstitious sect, initially they were not specific as to what identified its members. 114 In response to a question from the Provence provincial chapter as to what constituted their superstitions, the minister general, John Minio de Murrovalle, identified their defense of usus pauper as the problem. 115 As the controversy and its attendant persecutions unfolded, it gradually became clear that Olivi's underlying theology of history and of prophecy was the source of resistance.
With the decision of the General Chapter in hand, the minister general was successful in enlisting Boniface VIII's support for suppressing those who adopted Olivi's position on poverty or who venerated him as a saint. 116 In 1299 a rigorous effort was made to suppress the French Spirituals committed to usus pauper using Franciscan visitors who were reported to have found enough errors to compose a great book of them. 117 Unfortunately, the existing evidence shows little concern with prophecy, revelations, or other related matters. David Burr notes that Boniface was concerned enough with Olivi's apocalypse commentary to ask Giles of Rome to write a refutation, but the refutation was never written and we can only speculate as to what prompted Boniface. 118 There is evidence of concerns over apocalyptic expectations that come from a provincial council in Beziers. The acts of the council contain a complaint about a group of men from an approved order stirring up the Beguines by teaching that the time of the Antichrist was either near or had There is a new critical edition and English translation that has recently been published: Peter of John Olivi, Commentary on the Apocalypse, (Olivi 2017) . 111 (Burr 2001, p. 91) . 112 Ibid. p. 76. 113 (Burr 2001, pp. 88-89) . 114 (Amorós 1931, pp. 504-5) . The charge that Olivi was the head of a superstitious sect was raised before his death by his provincial minister, Arnold of Roqueville, along with 35 members of his province sometime in the late 1280s, but I think this most likely refers to fellow travelers among the friars. See (Burr 2001, p. 92) . 115 (Lambert 1998, p. 181) . 116 (Burr 2001, pp. 88-89) . 117 Ibid. p. 88; (Amorós 1934, p. 403) . 118 (Burr 2001, p. 88). already begun in 1299, but the complaint is too vague to be helpful. 119 Though it was likely that the men from the religious order were Franciscans, apocalyptic speculation was not confined to the Spiritual Franciscans. The provincial council did not mention usus pauper, prophecy, revelations, visions, or spiritualis intellectus. In the end, the complaint in Beziers does not seem to have culminated in action or to have influenced subsequent events.
More than a decade after Olivi's death, two Franciscans, Raymond of Fronsac and Bongratia of Bergamo, composed a list of errors that provide the first clear evidence of concerns over Olivi's prophetic exegesis of the apocalypse. They sent the list to Pope Clement V for his consideration. For the first time Olivi was charged with "false and fantastic prophecies" that disparaged the church. They also charged that his followers saw his interpretations as inspired by the Holy Spirit and attributed to them infallible authority as articles of faith. 120 Though Olivi never claimed to be a prophet, his followers promoted him as one. Pope Clement V, however, chose not to pursue the matter of prophecy and it was not considered at the Council of Vienne (1312).
The situation changed shortly after the election of Pope John XXII, but initially his concern was obedience. In 1317 John promulgated the bull Quorumdam exigit, which defined that it was up to the Franciscan superiors to decide what constituted appropriate use of goods. If the friars refused to accept their superior's decisions, they were referred to the inquisition for rejecting Quorumdam exigit. This clarified the central issue as a matter of obedience to ecclesial authority rather than how the order understood poverty. Within a week the Franciscan minister general, Michael of Cesena, summoned the French Spirituals being held in Avignon and asked them whether they would obey the bull and whether the pope had the power to implement the precepts it contained. Roughly half of the 50 or so friars answered affirmatively and submitted to the bull. The remaining 25 were handed over to the Franciscan inquisitor, Michael le Moine. 121 Le Moine convinced all but five to submit to the bull.
In the end, four Franciscan friars were burned at the stake in Marseilles on 7 May 1318 and one was sentenced to perpetual imprisonment for the heresy of denying papal authority. After listing their heretical errors, he identified the poisonous source of their heresy as Olivi who had attacked the authority of the Roman Church. Though the inquisitor reserved final judgment of Olivi's works since they were being investigated at the direction of the pope, he warned people not to read Olivi's books or revere him as a saint. 122 The investigation of Olivi's writings that Le Moine referred to was instigated by Pope John XXII in 1318 and continued until 1319. An inquisitorial commission of eight theologians, two of whom were Franciscans, examined Olivi's commentary on the Apocalypse and identified 60 articles for censure. Twenty-three were related to his prophetic interpretations of scripture. Fifteen of the articles rejected the idea that the knowledge and virtue of the sixth and seventh periods is superior to that of the Apostles. Eight censured the claim that the new spiritual church will surpass the current church as the church surpassed the synagogue. 123 In January of 1318, John XXII released the bull Gloriosam ecclesiam, which listed the errors of an amalgamation of Spiritual Franciscans, Fraticelli, Beguins and other fellow travelers. 124 Three of the errors listed are related to Franciscan ideas about prophecy. First the pope claimed that these heretics write about a carnal and a spiritual church, where the carnal church is led by the pope and diocesan clergy and the spiritual church is composed of themselves and their followers. He objected to claims that the identifying mark of the spiritual church is poverty. The second was that the meaning of the scripture has recently been opened to them by the Holy Spirit rather than to the Apostles at Pentecost. Third, he declared that since they considered themselves as holier than their brothers, they had excused themselves from discipline. Finally he said they produced fantasies about the end of the world and preached that the time of the Antichrist had begun. While John XXII did not mention the matter of prophecy or revelation specifically, each of the errors listed above are related to Olivi's understanding of history and his prophetic form of exegesis. Nonetheless, John XXII did not invoke Isidore's definition of a heretic in the Decretum as someone who appeals to scriptural senses other than those received by the church. 125 As the persecution of the French Spirituals intensified, the Beguins were brought to the attention of the inquisition for aiding and supporting the fugitive friars in 1319. By October of 1319 three Beguins had been burned at the stake in Narbonne. 126 Many more would be swept up into inquisitorial processes. The description of the errors of the Beguins provided by the infamous inquisitor Bernard Gui can be broken down into four broad categories. The first category contains various positions over the meaning of evangelical poverty and the belief that the Rule of 1223 was equivalent to the Gospel, which meant among other things that the pope could neither amend nor abolish it without becoming heretical. The second category of errors had to do with their belief that the Spirituals and Beguins burned by the inquisition were martyrs and that the inquisitors and their ecclesial superiors were the true heretics. The third category includes beliefs indicating that Francis and Olivi were prophets and that Olivi's interpretations of the Apocalypse were revealed to him by the truth of Christ in such a way as to be infallible. Finally, Gui lists various apocalyptic expectations such as the emergence of a dual antichrist, a new age when the carnal church will be replaced by a spiritual church, and of a great outpouring of the Holy Spirit to all of the elect. 127 Jacques Fournier, who would become Pope Benedict XII in 1334, was also involved in suppressing the French Spirituals and the Beguins. Fournier participated in the final phase of the examination of Olivi's Lectura super Apocalypsim. 128 The influence of his encounters with the Spirituals and the Beguins can be seen in his commentary on Matthew 7:15, which warned of false prophets. Fournier asked why heretics are called false prophets. His answer was that false prophets attempt to predict the future so that they will appear as if they were great before God; but their falsity is revealed when their predictions do not come true or when they contradict scripture. 129 Among his list of false prophets were Joachim of Fiore and Peter Olivi. 130 Whereas earlier generations were willing to wait to see if predictions come to pass, now the very act of making a prediction about the future was cause for suspicion, at least in the context of southern France from 1318 until 1370.
Conclusions
The history of Franciscan ideas about and attitudes toward prophecy from 1226 to 1326 clarifies why it became so suspicious. The suspicion was not over individuals making claims to being a prophet. Joachim of Fiore, Francis of Assisi, and Peter Olivi did not claim to be prophets. The problem emerged when they were accorded the status of prophet by their disciples. Invariably this occurred in polemical contexts of contested authority, but which side of the contest one was on mattered as to whether someone was found to be heretical or orthodox. Celano identified Francis as a prophet as a means to justify the preaching mission of the order, which had been given to the order by the Pope Gregory IX. 125 Gratian's Decretis 24.3.27. 126 (Burr 2001, p. 214) . 127 For the description of the Beguines and their errors, the best text may be (Gui 1926, vol. 1, pp. 190-233) . 128 (Bueno 2015, pp. 154-55) . 129 Jacques Fournier, Contra haereticos libri quatuor 2.1: "Cum igitur isti duo, scilicet Joachim et P. Johannes, inter se multum discordant in supradictis, eventus etiam rerum manifeste hostendat eos falsum dixisse, cum non eveniret illu quod predixerunt in tempore vel circa tempus per eos prefixum, clarum est eos non esse prophetas Domini sed prophetas erroris." Cited from (Bueno 2015, p. 192) .
Affirming Francis' prophetic status was an affirmation of papal authority in the context of the Mendicant Controversy. Gerard of Borgo San Donnino, however, had made the mistake of going beyond what the popes had affirmed by giving Joachim of Fiore prophetic status. Since Joachim's theology posed a threat to papal authority, Gerard was condemned to imprisonment. Gerard was not, however, handed over to secular authorities for execution. There seems to have been some willingness to see if his predictions came to pass. The concerns over Augustinian traditions related to exegesis identified by Robert Lerner were raised in his case, but they would not reemerge as inquisitorial concerns for more than fifty years.
Bonaventure, on the other hand, drew upon sources approved of or written by the popes affirming Francis' status as a prophet whose teachings and mission were clearly confirmed by the miracle of the stigmata. In the Major Legend, Bonaventure claimed the Rule of 1223 was divinely inspired. He explicitly ascribed infallibility to prophetic teachings, but he saw prophecy as received through and confirmed by the ecclesial hierarchy. Bonaventure also argued for new interpretations of scripture; but he said the new interpretations could not contradict the received traditions. They could be quite novel nonetheless, such as his claim that the original sin of the church is legalism or that the principles of salvation were conceived in the uterus of God. 131 Though he distinguished Francis as a prophet from the members of the order who had a prophetic habitus but were not prophets themselves, he predicted that more lay prophets were on the way. Bonaventure never suggested a papal Antichrist and over time his status grew to the point that he was recognized as a doctor of the church; however, he would have been liable to at least three of the errors Gui had ascribed to the Spirituals and Beguins. First, that the Rule of 1223 was infallible and could not be amended or abolished by the pope; second, that there would be a great outpouring of the Holy Spirit on all of the elect; and third that there would be a time of peace after the fall of the Antichrist.
Peter Olivi, on the other hand, predicted an imminent papal Antichrist. Like Gerard of San Borgo Donnino, Olivi claimed that Joachim was a prophet and tried to show how Joachim's doctrine was infallible even though it contained some errors. Since Joachim's theology had not been condemned, there was nothing heretical about his position in the context of the last two decades of the thirteenth century. Olivi went through several controversies over his understanding of usus pauper, but he was not condemned. When Olivi's doctrines were condemned by the Franciscans in 1299, prophecy was not the issue. His predictions were, however, intended to provoke resistance in the likely event that a pope would side with Franciscan leadership against the claim that usus pauper was entailed in the vow.
Just as the early Franciscans portrayed Francis as a prophet to give his way of life and doctrine a claim to infallibility, the disciples of Olivi elevated him to the status of a prophet. They directly pitted the authority of their prophet against the authority of the pope. After more than eighty executions and lesser punishments against many more, the underlying questions of the authority were left unresolved. Franciscan apologetics and polemics over prophecy were, in large part, why prophecy was seen as suspicious, but this suspicion was not due to a particular commitment to Augustinian theological traditions. In the end, the inquisition conflated papal power with orthodoxy and labelled any challenge to papal authority as heresy.
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